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American Editions ef Byron, 1811 to 1830 
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Byron in America to 1830 

Peter X. Accardo 

This essay on Byron and Byronism in the United States to the year 1830 is based 
on the bibliographical study of nearly one hundred editions of Byron's works 

issued from American presses over the nineteen-year period between 1811 and 
1830, as well as other titles of Byron interest. The books themselves offer the rich 
artifactual evidence needed for research of this kind, but are supplemented by bits 
of data scattered over countless pages of contemporary newspapers and journals. 
Byron seldom mentions American editions of his work in his letters and journals, 
but never without a fondness for the culture that produced them. The memoirs and 
correspondence of his contemporaries, most notably Washington Irving, help to 
explain more fully the publication, distribution, and reception of Byron's works in 
the United States. Only Walter Scott affords a similar opportunity to examine in 
detail the American republication of an author's work over the second and third 
decades of the nineteenth century, decades of unprecedented competition among 
publishers, expanding markets, and technological developments that would trans-
form American publishing by mid-century. 

"To be redde on the banks of the Ohio!" 

Byron's admiration for America and Americans, so often expressed in his letters and 
verse, has been well documented. 1 It must have developed in part from his early 
reading. In a list compiled in 1807, his last year at Trinity College, Cambridge, Byron 
mentions William Robertson's History of America (1777) and John Andrews's History 
of the v¼r with America (1785-1786) among the books he read before the age of fif-
teen. 2 His positive views of America and Americans no doubt increased his pleasure 
in learning that his feelings were reciprocated, as he recorded in his journal entry 
for 5 December 1813: 

Dallas's nephew (son to the American Attorney-general) is arrived in this coun-
try, and tells Dallas that my rhymes are very popular in the United States. These 
are the first tidings that ever sounded like Fame to my ears-to be redde on the 

1 William Ellery Leonard, Byron and Byronism in America 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1907);Joseph 
Jay Jones, "Lord Byron on America," Studies in English 
(1941): [121]-137; Paul R. Baker, "Lord Byron and 
the Americans in Italy," Keats-Shelley Journal 13 
(Winter 1964): [61]-75; Charles E. Robinson, "The 
Influence of Byron's Death on America," The Byron 

Journal 5 (1977): 50-66; and John Clubbe, Byron's 
Natural Man: Daniel Boone and Kentucky (Lexington, 
Ky: King Library Press, 1980) . 

2 Lord Byron: The Complete Miscellaneous Prose, ed. 
Andrew Nicholson, (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1991), [1]-7. 
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banks of the Ohio! The greatest pleasure I ever, derived, of this kind, was from 
an extract, in Cooke the actor's life, from his journal, stating that in the reading-
room of Albany, near Washington, he perused English Bards and Scotch 
Reviewers.-' 

Byron refers here to George Mifflin Dallas, a twenty-one-year-old Princeton 
graduate then acting as personal secretary to diplomat Albert Gallatin on his peace 
mission to Russia. His father, Alexander James Dallas, served with distinction in the 
Jefferson and Madison administrations and was a close friend of Gallatin. In April 
1813 the American mission arrived at the court of Saint Petersburg at the invitation 
of Alexander I, who had offered to mediate between Great Britain and the United 
States in the War of 1812.The Russian plan had already been rejected by the British 
when the Americans arrived, so young Dallas was dispatched to London, where he 
was instrumental in arranging the negotiations that concluded with the Treaty of 
Ghent in 1814.While in London, Dallas visited his uncle Robert Charles Dallas,4 a 
minor author, whose sister Charlotte had married Byron's uncle, George Anson 
Byron. The elder Dallas at this time counseled the young poet in literary matters. 
Earlier, in 1809, he had convinced the London publisher Cawthorn to publish 
English Bards and Scotch Reviewers, Byron's vigorous satire on his literary contempo-
raries. Nothing suggests that Byron himself met the younger Dallas, but the route 
whereby Dallas's remark could have reached him is clear. 

Even though some of Byron's works would have been available from booksellers 
as English imports, Americans began in April 1811 to publish their own editions. It 
was then that the Philadelphia firm Brannan and Morford republished English Bards, 
the first of Byron's works to appear in the United States (figure 1). The firm sought 
to reach a wide market for it, as copies with a special imprint were distributed from 
Charleston, South Carolina. The text was based on the London third edition of 
1810.The volume was printed in the octavo format, rather than the smaller formats 
commonly used for reprinting poetry. On the front board were printed two extracts 
from British journals, The Gentleman '.s Magazine and The British Critic, taken from an 
advertisement leaf in the English edition; these were featured in Brannan and 
Morford's newspaper advertisements to promote sales. Americans at this time 
depended upon British periodicals for literary intelligence and opinion. Influential 
quarterlies such as The Edinburgh Review and The Quarterly Review were themselves 
reprinted in America by subscription, and found many readers. Moreover, domestic 
journals also noticed Byron. The most prestigious, The Port Folio, carried as early as 
March 1809, a favorable review of Hours of Idleness, Byron's second book of poems, 
published in London in 1807. 

Although gratified by the report of American readers, Byron had mixed feelings 
about the success of English Bards in America. He had tried unsuccessfully to sup-
press the poem in England: "After having mingled more in the literary world dur-
ing the several months he had been acquainted with Rogers and Moore," Byron 
biographer Leslie A. Marchand noted, "he had come to see his judgments had been 
youthful, rash, and unfair."5 In June 1815 George Ticknor recorded in his journal 
Byron's regret over the work but also his pleasure at its success in America: 

3 Byron's Letters and Journals, ed. Leslie A. Marchand, 12 
vols. (London: John Murray, 1973-1982), 3: 229-30 
(hereafter cited as L & ]). 

4 For Dallas's account of his nephew's visit, see 

Recollections of the Life of Lord Byron (London: Charles 
Knight, 1824), 266. 

5 Leslie A. Marchand, Byron: A Biography 3 vols. (New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1957), 1: 324-
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He wrote it when he was very young and very angry .... On every account, 
therefore, he was glad that it was out of print; and yet did not express the least 
regret when I told him it was circulated in America almost as extensively as his 
other poems. As to the poems published during his minority, he said he sup-
pressed them because they were not worth reading, and wondered that our 
booksellers could find a profit in reprinting them.'• 

6 Life, Letters and Journals of George Ticknor 2 vols. 
(Boston: J. R. Osgood, 1876), r: 59. 

7 

Figure 1 . English Bards and Scotch 
Reviewers (Philadelphia: Brannan and 
Morford, 1811) The first of Byron's 
works to appear in America; also issued 
with a Charleston, S. C. imprint for 
Southern distribution. (Courtesy, Peter 
X. Accardo) 
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Byron was nonetheless intrigued by reports of the Philadelphia edition. An ear-
lier conversation with Robert Charles Dallas prompted him to write in his journal, 
"I like the Americans, because I happened to be in Asia, whilst the English Bards and 
Scotch Reviewers were redde in America."7 And in the postscript of a letter to his pub-
lisher, John Murray, he added: "You were talking today of ye American E[ditio]n of 
a certain memorial to my younger days-as it can't be helped now-I own I have 
some curiosity to see a copy of transatlantic typography." 8 English Bards remained 
one of the most popular of Byron's works in America, separate editions being 
reprinted in Boston in 1814, New York in 1816 and 1817, and Baltimore in 1819. 

Moses Thomas and the Reprint Trade 

More than American editions of English Bards were responsible for early statements 
affirming Byron's popularity in America. The publication of the first two cantos of 
Childe Harold's Pilgrimage in March 1812 established Byron as the leading poet of his 
generation and the favorite of British Whig society, and an American edition soon 
followed. It came out in Philadelphia, published by Moses Thomas, who specialized 
in the republication of British authors, and who published more works by Byron 
than any other American publisher. Reviewers enthusiastically received his edition 
of Childe Harold: "The present volume consists of the first two cantos of this poem, 
and several other detached pieces.We have already published several of the latter and 
are very much pleased at seeing this little edition of the Whole from an American 
press."9 Anticipating the public's demand for the poem, Thomas also published an 
out-of-town issue, in partnership with five booksellers in Boston, New York, and 
Baltimore. Such a consortium enabled Thomas to sell more widely and realize a 
greater profit, while blocking competition. 

Copyright protection did not cover British works in America, and publishers 
competed to reprint them. William Tudor, the founder and first editor of the North 
American Review and a keen observer of American culture, wrote: "The publishers 
in the United States obtain the productions of the English press for nothing; every 
book printed in that country is a waif to them, which they greedily take into pos-
session. The author in this case is paid nothing; the bookseller and printer profit by 
his wits." 10 Since the reprint trade was unregulated, publishers often found them-
selves accidentally or intentionally issuing competing editions. Periodicals like The 
Port Folio listed books in press as a trade courtesy, and offered publishers advertise-
ment space on its covers, but "the conflicting editions of stock works, such as the 
popular writings of Johnson,Addison, Steele, Goldsmith, Pope, Scott, and Byron, are, 
as the auctioneers express it, too tedious to mention." 11 David Kaser in his admirable 
study of the Philadelphia firm of Carey and Lea, which took over the reprint trade 
in Philadelphia after Thomas's bankruptcy in 1819, documents other perils facing 
publishers. Philadelphia publishers, for example, after clearing a book through cus-
toms lost time "in transporting copy for a reprint title from New York to 
Philadelphia and finished books from Philadelphia back to NewYork." 12 

7 L &], 3: 236. 
8 L &], 3: 204. 
9 Port Folio, vol. r, no. 2 (February 1813): 192-93. 
ro William Tudor, utters on the Eastern States (New 

York: Kirk & Mercein, 1820), 133. 

rr Port Folio, vol. r, no. 5 (May 1822): 437. 
12 David Kaser, Messrs. Carey & I.Ra of Philadelphia: A 

Study in the History of the Booktrade (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1957), 91-116. 
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Some publishers sought to be the first to 
obtain a copy of a text by hiring agents who 
had access either to advance English proof 
sheets or to American customs houses. One 
such agent working for Thomas in New York 
was Washington Irving (figure 2), who was 
regarded by many as the nation's foremost man 
ofletters. The Thomas-Irving partnership began 
in 1812, when Thomas purchased Select Reviews 
(later The Analectic Review) and offered its edi-
torship to Irving. The editors of The Port Folio 
proclaimed, "We cannot err in our anticipation 
that the acknowledged taste, and elegant leisure 
of the new editor, will enable him to render the 
Select reviews still more attractive."13 Especially 
after 1815, when he was in England to look 
after his family's mercantile interests, Irving had 
almost unrivalled access to news about Byron 
and his work. By 1817, he himself was admitted 
to the literary circle that gathered at Murray's 
50 Albemarle Street residence. 

With the publication of Childe Harold refer-
ences to Byron in American newspapers and 
journals began to appear with greater fre-
quency. In October 1812, for example, The 
Port Folio carried in its "Recent and intended 
English publications" column a notice for 
Byron's Hints from Horace and The Curse ef 
Minerva, a volume of satires that was soon 
abandoned. 14 In December, the New England 
Palladium reprinted Byron's "Lines on the Opening of Drury Lane Theatre." 15 

Extracts from his verse, biographical notices, and poems addressed to him were also 
common, and served to keep the poet before his public. 

On 13 October 1813 Thomas received a letter from Irving announcing his 
receipt of The Giaour, the first of Byron's successful Eastern tales: "By this mail you 
will receive Byrons Poem. Eastburn has likewise a copy but I do not think he will 
publish. It is too small a poem to quarrel about & cannot be of any thing the value 
to him as to you-you having published his former poems." 16 Thomas arbitrated 
with his New York rival Eastburn whereby some copies of The Giaour were issued 
with their joint imprint. Eastburn opted not to publish Byron's next tale, The Bride 
ef Abydos, but in the following year came out with his own editions of The Corsair 
and Lara. 

Thomas's first Philadelphia edition of The Giaour was based on the London first 
edition, but incorporated an additional two hundred lines transcribed by Irving 
from an extract he had seen in The Edinburgh Review. Speculating on a future 

13 Port Folio, vol. 8, no. 6 (December 1812): 631. 
14 Port Folio, vol. 8, no. 4 (October 1812): 406. 
15 New England Palladium, 15 December 1812, p. 4, col. r. 
16 Letters: Washington Irving, eds. Ralph M. Aderman, 

Herbert L. Kleinfeld, and Jenifer S. Banks. 4 vols. 
(Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1978-1982), r: 359-60 
(forms vols. 23-26 of The Complete Works of 
Washington Irving; hereafter cited as Irving's Letters). 

9 

Figure 2. Washington Irving, ca. 1824. 
(Courtesy, Peter X. Accardo) 
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market for Byron, Thomas inserted a note in some copies detailing his plan to pub-
lish the first collected edition anywhere of the poet's works. The projected first vol-
ume would include English Bards and hitherto unpublished juvenilia; the second 
volume would include Childe Harold and The Giaour. The additional lines-thought 
be Irving "superior to any thing" 17 in the first edition of The Giaour-and the col-
lected edition announcement were both measures for dealing with competitors, but 
a Boston publisher soon imitated Thomas's strategy. 

On 3 December 1813 John Eliot placed an advertisement in the Boston "ffeekly 
Messenger announcing his intention of printing a new edition of The Giaour. 
"Unfortunately, the Southern publishers did not copy the last English edition, and 
have omitted no less than three hundred and thirtyjour lines (among which are some 
of the most finished and remarkable passages) and materially diminished the value 
and effect of the whole poem." 18 Eliot's advertisement in the New-England Palladium 
added that his "contains thirteen more pages than the edition printed at Philadelphia, 
and sells for the same price:' 19 No sooner had the Boston edition gone to press than 
Eliot came across a copy of the London fourth edition of the poem in the Boston 
Athenxum, containing even more lines; these additional lines were printed on four 
pages and inserted at the end of some copies. 

Meanwhile Thomas issued a second separate Philadelphia edition of the poem, 
based on the London fifth edition "with large Additions." On the rear cover was the 
advertisement for Byron's complete works in two volumes, to be published for sub-
scribers. Publication by subscription of an author's collected works appears to have 
been standard practice in the American reprint trade, allowing publishers to take on 
more substantial projects without financial risk. Both volumes ofThomas's collected 
edition of Byron had two tide-pages, one for Poems, the second for The Poetical works; 
this enabled those who had already purchased separately the contents of the second 
volume--Childe Harold and The Giaour--to cancel, that is, excise The Poetical works 
title-page for the first volume, which contained works never before available in 
America. Thomas's second separate edition of The Giaour was made up from sheets of 
the collected works, evidenced by a stray "Vol. II" direction line on page fifty-seven. 

Annus Mirabilis 

American competition to reprint Byron reached its peak in the year 1814: fifteen 
separate editions of his works reached booksellers' shelves. Publishers in four cities-
Boston, Baltimore, New York, and Philadelphia-came out with editions of The 
Corsair, an advertisement for the New York edition noting that 13,000 copies of the 
London edition sold in one week. 20 The Ode to Bonaparte was similarly reprinted, 
including an edition printed at Newburyport, a town hard hit by the trade embar-
goes brought about by the War of 1812. The fourth number of The Analectic 0uly 
1814) contained the first image of the poet (figure 3), a stipple engraving by the 
English-born David Edwin, after the familiar portrait by Richard Westall;21 the por-
trait was also sold separately. Edwin based his engraving on one by T. Blood for the 
February issue of European Magazine. 

17 Irving's Letters, 1: 360. 
l 8 Advertisement, Weekly Messenger, 3 December 1 8 l 3, 

p. 4, col. 5. 
19 Advertisement, New-England Palladium, 3 December 

1813, p. 3, col. 5. 

20 Advertisement, New-York Evening Post, 26 May 1814, 
p. 3, col. 3. 

21 Analectic Magazine (New Series), vol. 4 (July 1814). 
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Figure 3. The first American engraved 
image of Byron. (Courtesy, Peter X. 
Accardo) 
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This number of The Analectic also included a brief biographical notice of Byron 
written by Irving, the first by an American. Irving attributes Byron's popularity to 
"his rank, youth, and the eccentric and romantic cast of his private character;' 22 then 
proceeds to recount the basic facts of the poet's life, and to survey the critical recep-
tion of his poems. The reserved tone of the piece might be due to the fact that the 
United States and England were still in a state of war, though Irving did not believe 
that political differences should prejudice his literary judgment. In his life of 
Campbell (1810, rev. 1815) Irving wrote: "The writers of Great Britain are the 
adopted citizens of our country."23 In praising British authors, then, "he will never 
have to reproach himself, that he has attempted to poison with political virulence, 
the pure fountains of elegant literature."24 

For his part, Byron adopted the radical Whig position on England's war with her 
former colonies. In his satire The Waltz, written in October 1812, Byron depicted 
England as being in a period of new things, and, referring to the American conflict, 
"of new wars, because the old succeed so well, / That most survivors envy those 
who fell."25 Byron's animosity toward the Prince Regent elicited charges of treason 
in the Tory press. The poet later confided to the historian George Bancroft, who 
met the poet in Genoa in 1822, that he had been wrongly persecuted for these lines 
by the Regent, afterwards King George IV 26 Still, the verses made him a great 
favorite of pro- War Southerners in the States. The Daily National Intelligencer 
reported: "Some time ago he wrote two verses 'On a lady weeping,' which cast a 
reflection on her Royal Father's character, which does not rate so highly in Old 
England as it did in New England .... The noble poet is now considered as being 
little better than a democrat!" 27 Two weeks after this piece appeared, British regulars 
entered the new capitol, burning to the ground much of it, including the Intelligencer 
printing offices. 

One casualty of the British offensive was Byron's first cousin, Sir Peter Parker, 
who was killed in August while storming the American camp at Bellair near 
Baltimore. "I have just heard a distressing piece of intelligence to our family," Byron 
wrote his young fiancee, Annabella Milbanke, on 27 September 1814: "My first 
cousin Sir Peter Parker is killed in the late action with the Americans-he was a 
very gallant & popular officer-young & not long married." 28 Byron's "Lines on the 
Death of Sir Peter Parker" appeared first in The Morning Chronicle, a British news-
paper, and then was added to Hebrew Melodies. The August 1815 issue of The Port 
Folio reprinted the poem with commentary: While Parker "fell in a petty predatory 
invasion of the soil of our country," the reviewer added that "Americans can have 
no enemies among the dead" and that the verses should be read "if not with an 
equal degree of sympathy, at least, in the same spirit of candour, as if they were in 
praise of an American officer."29 

On Christmas Eve 1814, hostilities between the United States and Great Britain 
were concluded with the signing of the Treaty of Ghent. Free passage between the 
two countries was reopened, and among the first to arrive in England were two 

22 Analectic Magazine (New Series), vol. 4 Ouly 1814), p. 
68-72. 

23 The Poetical Works of Thomas Campbell (Philadelphia: 
Edward Earle, 1815), xxi. 

24 Poetical Works of Thomas Campbell, xxii. 
25 The Complete Poetical Works of Lord Byron, ed. Jerome 

J. McGann, 7 vols. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1980-93), 3: 28 (hereafter cited as Poetical Works). 

26 George Bancroft, History ef the Battle of Lake Erie, and 
Miscellaneous Papers (New York: R. Bonner, 1891), 
201-02. 

27 Editorial, Daily National Intelligencer, 28 June 1814, p. 
3, col. 6. 

28 L &], 4: 184. 
29 Port Folio (3rd Series), vol. 6, no. 2 (August 1815): 209. 
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young scholars from Harvard, Edward Everett and George Ticknor. Everett, who 
claimed to be the first American to make Byron's acquaintance, later remembered 
that Byron "expressed high satisfaction at the account I gave him of his trans-
Atlantic fame."30 On the occasion of their meeting, Everett received an inscribed 
copy of the poet's works, the first volume of which is preserved at the Houghton 
Library. Everett revisited Byron in Venice in autumn 1818. Ticknor was entertained 
by Byron at his residence in PiccadillyTerrace in June, 1815, and could testify as well 
to Byron's pleasure in his American readership: 

An American copy of his works, in two small and very shabby volumes, printed, 
I think, at Philadelphia, gave him evident pleasure. He was glad, he said, to see 
it in so cheap a form that everybody could buy it. It was in boards; and he said 
should keep it so, preferring to have it just as it came from America. In this and 
other ways he showed that he valued his American reputation, of which he was 
then just beginning to be aware.1• 

Earlier that year Byron entered into his ill-fated marriage to Annabella Milbanke. 
For a time, it seemed, his lordship was giving his poetical muse, and his publishers, 
a rest. However, he did collaborate with composers John Brahms and Isaac Nathan 
on a collection oflyrics on Old Testament themes to be set to music. Nathan pub-
lished the first twelve Hebrew Melodies in April, and Byron had privately arranged for 
Murray to issue the lyrics separately, without the music. The Murray edition of 
Hebrew Melodies, containing twenty-four lyrics and the lines on Parker, came out in 
May and produced four separate American editions. In addition, the lyrics were 
included in a three-volume edition of Byron's works published in New York. 
Nathan's second number of Hebrew Melodies did not appear until the following year; 
Irving forwarded this second number to Moses Thomas on 3 May 1816, but the 
Murray edition had already reached publishers in Boston, New York, and 
Philadelphia. 32 

The Separation 

The events leading up to Byron's separation from his wife on 21 April 1816 and his 
subsequent departure for the Continent provided Regency England with one of its 
most celebrated scandals. Byron vented his grief in the poignant lyric "Fare thee 
well," and his wrath in the caustic "A Sketch from Private Life," an attack upon Lady 
Byron's confidante, Mrs. Clermont. Privately printed at first, both poems found 
their way into the newspapers. Graham Pollard has carefully documented the 
pirated publication of these two poems: "They were reprinted in all kinds of daily 
and weekly papers in London and the provinces before the end of April; and at least 
fifty-four pirated editions (not including four different musical settings of Fare thee 

appeared in the next two years."33 

Van Winkle and Wiley in New York published the first American edition of the 
so-called Poems ef the Separation, based on the pirated London edition of Sherwood, 
Neely, and Jones. That April the same firm had come out with Siege ef Corinth and 

30 S. Austin Allibone, A Critical Dictionary of English 
Literature 3 vols. (Philadelphia: Childs & Peterson, 
1858), 1: 324. 

31 Allibone, Critical Dictionary, 3: 323. Byron later pre-
sented the set to his Cambridge friend Scrape 
Berdmore Davies; see Works, ed. E. H. Coleridge and 

R. E. Prothero, (London: John Murray, 1898-1904), 

32 Irving's Letters, 1: 444. 
33 Graham Pollard, "Pirated Editions of Byron," Times 

Literary Supplement, l 6 October l 9 3 7, 764. 

13 
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Parisina; a second edition later appeared, perhaps occasioned by the public's height-
ened interest in the Byron scandal. In Boston, John Eliot's Poems on His Domestic 
Circumstances reprinted the sixth or seventh pirated London edition of John Hone. 
The Hone text also provided the copy for one printed at Montreal, the only 
Canadian imprint of Byron in this period. 

Closely monitoring events in London was Irving. He relayed in his letters to 
Thomas first-hand news of Byron's marital troubles and warned of the proliferation 
of related pamphlets: 

I send you by this ship a small pamphlet containing the verses lately written by 
Lord Byron addressed to his wife, which have been all the talk in England for 
some time past & have been published in all the papers. The lines beginning Fare 
thee well are addressed to the Wife-the next, to her Governess-Lord & Lady 
Byron have signed articles of separation & it is said he has gone on his travels 
again. You had better publish this pamphlet at once & sell off the edition as fast 
as possible-as various booksellers in London are vamping up similar pamphlets, 
and giving additions-which I will send when they come to hand-one I observe 
has a biographical sketch of his Lordship.34 

A few days later, on 3 May 1816, he wrote Thomas again: 

By this opportunity I have sent likewise three different editions of Lord Byrons 
last poems they have been severally thrown in the letter bag as they came to 
hand-likewise his second set [?) of the Hebrew Melodies.JS 

In a postscript to this letter he added: 

In the last edition of these pamphlets of Lord Byron You will find parts of a poem 
entitled "the Curse of Minerva" Mr Geo Dallas has the whole poem in Mss. It 
was not published by Lord Byron, but as part of it has crept to light perhaps Mr 
Dallas may not object to letting the whole appear[.)i 6 

Of all Byron texts printed in America, The Curse of Minerva has the most perplex-
ing publication history. The satire had, in fact, been published privately by Murray in 
1812. The New Monthly Magazine then published a corrupt version on 1 April 1815; 
this text provided the basis of the one printed in Hone's pirated Poems on His Domestic 
Circumstances.An edition with the Philadelphia imprint ofT. De Silver follows, though 
its typography suggests that it was actually printed in England (figure 4). The version, 
"for the first time complete," that appears in Thomas's reprinted Lord Byron '.5 Farewell 
to England (figure 5) is headed with the note: 

Just as this volume was going to press, we were politely favored by a friend of lord 
Byron's with a complete copy of the curse of Minerva, containing about two hun-
dred more lines than those which have already been published-together with sev-
eral other poems which have never before appeared in print. The last stanza of "A 
Lady Weeping" (vol. i. p. 206) is taken from a manuscript copy of the verses, and 
is now published for the first time." 

It seems likely that the "friend oflord Byron's" is George Mifilin Dallas, who per-
haps received his manuscript copy of the poem from his uncle Robert Charles. 38 

34 Irving's Letters, 1: 441-42. 
3 5 Irving's Letters, 1: 444. 
36 Irving's Letters, 1: 444-45. 
37 Lord Byron's Farewell to England (Philadelphia: Moses 

Thomas, 1816), (60] (hereafter cited as Lord Byron's 
Farewe/Q. 

3 8 Parke-Bernet Galleries, Inc. The Renowned Library of 

the Late John A. Spoor, 2 vols. (New York: Parke-
Bernet Galleries, 1939), 1: 50. Lot 129 describes R. C. 
Dallas's copy of the rare first edition of The Curse of 
Minerva. Laid in the volume is a letter from Dallas's 
son Alexander, in which he states that the original 
manuscript of the poem was once in his father's pos-
session. 
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Jerome McGann, Byron's modern editor, 
hypothesizes that Thomas's Farewell text was 
based on a manuscript copy, now preserved at 
the Houghton Library, in the hand of Henry 
Drury, Byron's tutor at Harrow. 39Yet Thomas's 
text includes notes that do not appear in the 
Drury manuscript, but that are found in the 
1815 De Silver text. It may be that Thomas's 
printer had worked from more than one text, 
or that the Dallas manuscript that Irving 
knew is now lost. 

Of the eleven poems printed in Lord 
Byron s Farewell to England, five, including the 
title poem, are known to be spurious. The 
author of these, John Agg, in a preliminary 
advertisement to his The Ocean Harp ( 1819), 
described them as a "speculative anticipation 
of that which was expected from the pen of 
lord Byron." 40 Byron himself repudiated them 
in a letter to Murray, dated 22 July 1816: "I 
need hardly say that I know nothing of all this 
trash-nor whence it may spring ... and as to 
the 'Lily of France' I should as soon think of 
celebrating a turnip." 41 However, McGann has 
shown that three authentic poems, including 
the "A lady weeping" quatrain, were indeed 
printed here for the first time. 42 

Thomas initially intended the original 
biography to serve as a preface to his ambi-
tious 1816 edition of Byron's poetical works, 
available on fine paper in three volumes for 
$4.50 and on coarse paper in two volumes for 
$3.00 (three years later, he raised the price to 
$6.50 and $5.75, respectively). 43 Thomas 

THE 

CURSE OF MINERVA. 

A POEM, 

PY THE RiaHT HONOURABLE 

LORD BYRON. 

-- Pallas te hac vulnere, Pallas 
Immolat, et prenam sceleratci ex sanguine sumit. 

:PHILADELPHIA: 

PB.INT:ElD FOR DE-SILVEB. AND CO. 

1816. 
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knew well that the Byron canon was subject to frequent and sudden changes, so he 
offered this disclaimer to his customers: 

This is perhaps the fullest collection now extant of lord Byron's works. As the 
muse of the noble author seldom relapses into indolence, the present edition has, 
while in press, been receiving continual augmentations of volume; and we are by 
no means sure that it will now reach the shelves of the bookseller before some 
other of his lordship's effusions will have crossed the Atlantic. 44 

Figure 4. Thomas DeSilver's 
"Philadelphia" edition of The Curse of 
Minerva. (Courtesy, The Houghton 
Library) 

Among these effusions were the poems of the separation, which rekindled inter-
est in Byron to such a degree, that Thomas decided to issue the biography with his 
Lord Byron's Farewell to England.While Lord Byron's Farewell was in press,Thomas evi-
dently received more news of Byron from Irving and perhaps from George Mifilin 

39 Poetical Works, 7= 156-57. 
40 John Agg, The Ocean Harp (Philadelphia: M. Thomas, 

1819), vii. 
41 L &], 5: 84. 

42 Poetical Works, 7: 156-57. 
43 See advertisement in Thomas's edition of Samuel 

Rogers' Human life (1819), p. 2 at end. 
44 Lord Byron's Farewell, vii. 
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Figure 5. Lord Byron's Farewell to 
England (Philadelphia: Moses Thomas, 
1816) Contains an original l!fe of Byron 
written by an American and the first trade 
printing of The Curse of Minerva. 
(Courtesy, The Houghton Library) 
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Dallas. This additional intelli-
gence, Thomas promised in a 
note, would be incorporated 
in the revised biography of 
the collected edition. 

"An Original Biographical 
and Critical Memoir of Lord 
Byron" as published in Lord 
Byron s Farewell differs 
markedly in style and sub-
stance from the revised ver-
sion, retitled "An Original 
Biography of Lord Byron." 
Although printers, obviously 
working in haste, retained 
many lines of standing type 
from the first version, there 
were many deletions as well 
as several new passages. Latin 
mottoes are omitted in the 
revised version, as are several 
critical, sometimes flippant, 
asides such as "He has 
undoubtedly left footsteps of 
genius in almost every page; 
but they are almost as rare as 
the tracks of men on the 
island of Robinson Crusoe." 45 

Three biographical footnotes 
concerning the orthography 
of Byron's name, his maiden 

speech in the House of Lords, and his method of poetical composition have been 
added.A passage in the first version on American readership demonstrating"a great 
deal of English feeling in literary as well as in other affairs"46 has been rewritten in 
a manner that de-emphasizes America's dependence on England for the "stock of 
our innocent pleasures."47 Another entirely new passage would surely have gratified 
the American audience: 

Lord Byron has always imagined that the circumstance of his nobility was the 
chief cause of his success in the service of the Muses: and, when informed that 
he was the favourite poet of the Americans, he manifested uncommon satisfac-
tion, and declared 'that to be praised in the United States was like anticipating 
posterity; for nobody there cared about his being a lord-or indeed about his 
being any thing but a good poet.' This encomium was followed by the expres-
sion of a wish and a determination to visit our country.•' 

The most telling revisions, however, reveal the writer's growing suspicion as to 
the role Byron played in the separation. The earlier version presents a more opti-

45 Lord Byron's Farewell, xii. Thomas, 1816), 1: xii (hereafter cited as Works). 
46 Lord Byron's Farewell, viii. 48 Works, r: xxxix. 
4 7 The Works of Lord Byron 3 vols. (Philadelphia: M. 
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nustIC view of the crisis, "for the consolation of those who wish well to lord 
Byron." 49 The writer cites Leigh Hunt as the source of a rumor that "a reconcilia-
tion of the parties may be expected very soon to take place."50 He also quotes lines 
from Byron's "Fare thee well," the writer declaring that "the second and third stan-
zas may challenge a comparison with any other in the whole compass of English 
poetry." 51 By contrast, the writer adopts a decidedly anti-Byron posture in the 
revised version. Acknowledging the delicacy of the separation, he prudently abstains 
from judging either Lord or Lady Byron on available evidence. Yet in closing with 
a brief account of Lord Byron's character and person, he leaves no doubt as to where 
his sympathy lies: "The extravagant oddities of his Lordship have often been con-
sidered as the effects of craziness, and indeed we have to accuse him of some actions 
which seem to be on the boundary between excessive profaneness and downright 
insanity."52 One supporting anecdote, concerning Byron's infamous skull-cup, is fol-
lowed by another "more discreditable even than this,"53 probably a reference to the 
rumor of incest between Byron and his half-sister Augusta. "We are obliged, in spite 
of our philosophy," the writer concludes, "to admit a suspicion of his having induced 
the separation of Lady Byron by his own misconduct." 54 

Thomas secured copyright for both Lord Byron s Farewell and his collected edi-
tion of Byron's works. As Roger E. Stoddard has demonstrated of dramatic copy-
rights of this period, "there was no reason for an American to acquire publication 
rights from a foreign author, since the absence of reciprocal agreements left all for-
eign works freely available to American publishers without authorization or roy-
alty."55 The practice of copyrighting reprinted British authors was not, however, 
unknown. In 1815, the Philadelphia publisher Edward Earle received a copyright 
for his edition of Campbell's works, which included hitherto unpublished poems 
and a biographical preface by Irving. In both instances, Earle's edition of Campbell 
and Thomas's of Byron, one might infer that the inclusion of original material 
prompted the publishers to seek copyright protection as an unorthodox deterrent 
to piracy. 

Simultaneously with his collected edition of Byron's works, Thomas reissued 
Childe Harolds Pilgrimage and two of the eastern tales, each with an accompanying 
frontispiece illustration engraved after English originals by Thomas Stothard; 
Murray had commissioned the illustrations in 1814 for his own editions of Byron's 
works. These illustrations also adorned Thomas's collected edition, facing added 
engraved title-pages. Thomas had planned to share this venture with his New York 
rival Eastburn, Kirk and Co.-the plates bore the joint Thomas-Eastburn imprint-
but the dissolution of the Eastburn, Kirk partnership in July, 1816, forced Thomas 
himself to assume the cost of the edition. Some copies of the three-volume Works 
have Thomas's explanatory note (figure 6) bound in: 

49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 

I have since purchased their portion of the edition (except a very few copies,) and 
become the exclusive proprietor. The engravings, on which their names appear 
with mine as joint publishers, were printed before the present arrangement took 
place. The object of this notice will be understood by booksellers, for whom, 
alone, it is intended.,,, 

Lord Byron's Farewell, xxxvi. 55 Roger E. Stoddard, "United States Dramatic 
Lord Byron's Farewell, xxxvi. Copyrights, 1790-1830: A Provisional Catalogue" in 
Lord Byron's Farewell, xxxvii. Essays in Honor of James Edward Walsh (Cambridge: 
Works, 1: xi. The Goethe Institute of Boston and the Houghton 
Works, xii. Library, 1983), 234. 
Works, xiii. 56 Works, 1: [1]. 
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Figure 6. A1oses Thomas 's advertisement 
inserted in some copies of The works of 
Lord Byron, announcing his failed part-
nership with his New York rival James 
Eastburn. (Courtesy, Peter X. Accardo) 
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PUBLISHER'S ADVERTISEMENT. 

Tm, present edition ofLot·d Byron's \Vorks, was 
put to press by Messrs. Eastburn, Kirk and eo. in 
conjunction with myself, but l have since purchased 
their portion of the edition ( except a Yery few co-
pies,) and became exclusiv~ proprietor. The en-
gra,·ings, on which their names appear with mine 
as joint publishers, were printed before the present 
arrangement took place. The object of this notice 
\Viii be understood by booksellers, for whom, alone, 
it is intended. 

M. THOMAS. 

•,. • Copies of Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, The 
Giaour, llri,le of A bydos, Corsair, and Lara, haYe 
been printed to sell detached from the whole works, 
and })aged accordingly. This edition contains many 
poems not to be found in an~- other, l':nglish or 
American; some of which are from manuscript, and 
a copy-right has accordiugly been obtained. I have 
also printed an edition containing the same, on a 
e~mmon paper, in t-wo tolumes. 

"I wish to be well thought ef" 
Byron's separation and exile nei-
ther stimulated nor adversely 
affected the republication and 
distribution of his works in 
America. Publishers still vied for 
Byron titles to reprint, but the 
works of his Swiss period-the 
third canto of Childe Harold's 
Pilgrimage, The Prisoner of 
Chillon, and Manfred-were not 
as well received by critics as 
were the Eastern tales. The first 
two of these titles were issued in 
New York by Thomas Kirk for 
other booksellers, including 
Moses Thomas and Wells and 
Lilly of Boston. The volume 
concludes with twenty-four 
pages of testimonials by noted 
American men of letters, 
including present and future 
presidents of Harvard, John 
Thornton Kirkland and Josiah 
Quincy, in praise of Kirk's 
reprinted editions of the 
Edinburgh Review and Quarterly 
Review (the sale of Kirkland's 
library in 1828 included both 
Boston and London editions of 

Byron's works). Another Boston publisher, Munroe and Francis, also published the 
two poems together, continuously signed, though some copies of The Prisoner ef 
Chillon were detached and sold separately. The misprinted, plural title of the Boston 
edition-The Prisoners ef Chillon-probably derives from the misprint in the New 
York edition. Two New York publishers, Van Winkle and Wiley and David 
Longworth, shared an edition of Manfred, while Moses Thomas came out with his 
own edition of the drama. 

The anti-British American Monthly Magazine and Critical Review carried a scathing 
attack on Byron and his latest works in its first issue, May, 1817. "It has been so fash-
ionable of late, to admire Lord Byron's poetry," the reviewer began, "that no man 
who valued his pretension to ton, dared to speak irreverently of any thing that bore 
the sanction of his name." 57 He goes on to condemn Byron, dismissing his works as 
"crudities" and "trash." 58 The review of the poems themselves, including lengthy 
extracts, is actually excerpted from The British Critic; regarding The Prisoner ef 
Chillon, the reviewer wrote, "We do not find any passage of sufficient beauty or 
originality to warrant extract." 59 Later, in 1823, Lady Blessington wrote that Byron 

57 American Monthly Magazine and Critical Review, vol. 1, 

no. 1 (May 1817): [3). 
58 American Monthly Magazine, 5. 
59 American Monthly Magazine, 1 r. 
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"was very indignant at some attacks against him, copied into Galignani's journal 
from an American paper" 60-that is, The American Monthly Magazine. Thomas 
Medwin, in his Conversations with Lord Byron (1824), corroborated Lady 
Blessington's report: 

Americans are the only people to whom I never refused to shew myself The 
Yankees are individually great friends of mine. I wish to be well thought of on 
the other side of the Atlantic; not that I am better appreciated there, than on this; 
perhaps worse. Some American Reviewer has been persevering in his abuse and 
personality, but he should have minded his ledger; he never excited my spleen.'" 

In a note to this passage Medwin quoted lines from the same American Monthly 
Magazine review of The Prisoner of Chiffon, citing it as a specimen of the American 
critic's "taste and critical acumen." Ironically, and unknown to both Byron and 
Medwin, the review was not written by an American at all, but was reprinted from 
an English review. 

American attacks on Byron and his works continued throughout 1817. In 
October, The American Monthly Review reluctantly reprinted The Lament of Tasso in 
its entirety, on two pages: "This is all! Here is the whole of lord Byron's book called 
the 'Lament ofTasso.' ... How very condescending it is in great lords to write such 
little books! Who would have expected a work like this from 'the greatest poet of 
the age!"' 62 

One book of Byron interest published that same year was not so harshly con-
demned. In February 1816 The Analectic Magazine announced that Mathew Carey 
had in press Journey through Albania and Other Provinces, written by John Cam 
Hobhouse, Byron's closest friend, who had accompanied the poet on his Grand 
Tour.The first English edition was published in 1813, and included seventeen plates, 
most hand-colored, depicting topographical views, ruins, and native costumes. 
Travelogues were among the most popular genres of books to be reprinted in 
America, and among the most costly to produce. "The bookseller who compresses 
one of these stately and expensive quartos into a reasonably priced octavo," one 
critic noted, "confers a substantial benefit on literature; and there are several recent 
works of this kind, of great value. We need only mention the Journal of Hobhouse, 
the companion of Byron.'' 63 Carey's edition, in two octavo volumes and an accom-
panying quarto atlas of plates, came out in March 1817. It sold for $4.50. 

The publication in 1818 of the fourth canto of Childe Harold marked the return 
of extraordinary competitiveness among Byron's American publishers. Irving, acting 
as Thomas's agent in England, approached John Murray about arranging the 
American republication of the work: "If it is your wish to Secure a participation in 
the profits of American republication in the way I suggested when I had the pleas-
ure of seeing you in London, I would advise you not to lose time, as ships some-
times loiter in port & days may be lost here even after the work is sent.'' 64 Nine 
months went by before Murray published the poem, on 28 April 1818. Uniform 
with his collected editions of 1816, Thomas printed both fine and coarse paper 
copies of Childe Harold IV. The volume also included the portrait of the poet from 
the collected editions, though Eastburn's name had been scraped off the plate. 

60 Marguerite, Countess ofBlessington, The Idler in Italy, 62 American Monthly Magazine and Critical Review, vol. 1, 
2 vols. (London: H. Colburn, 1839), 2: 65. no. 5 (September 1817): [348). 

61 Thomas Medwin, Conversations efL.ord Byron, new ed. 63 Portico, vol. 4, nos. 3-4 (September-October 1817): 
(London: H. Colburn, 1824), 53-54. 260. 

64 Irving's Letters, 1: 510. 
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. . FOURTII CANTO . 
Of Childc 1-laro·l(l ancl Be·ppo. 
.. Embellished ,vi~h an elegant portruit of Lord llyron. 
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·· · · ·By.· Lorcl Byron • . · · 
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·nEPl>(), 
A WJ'J.AN STORY. 

. •.,• ·,•Jie Pol'm of lll'ppo wa,i not 01•igh1ally·1mbli1hed Dll thu p11klnction nf. 1.or,I llyron, !nit 
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.Tltis F.ditinnofthe·Fourth CantoofChil<le llarold, Ike. match~• ,1.e other Work.a in size, and 

qu~lity, ·1111cl forms an additional Voh1me. · . . ·. 
· ·. . .. . II~ HAS JUST PUBUSIIED, 

'l~lie Fltdg~ Fa1uily.in Pn•·is. 
· A Neut •Edition...:....P1·ice 50 cents; 

AND 

fYO.lfE,;V ;· Or,· 11nur et contr,~, 
A NoYel. by the Author of" Ucrtr1im;"·&c .. 2. vols. 2 clollars. 

June 19.:.uc1;;1, . 

Thomas anticipated his rivals by 
appending another work Beppo, an 
anonymous satire which he described in 
an impressive advertisement in The 
Democratic Press (figure 7): "In Mr. 
Murray's advertisement prefixed to 
Childe Harold, however, Beppo is classed 
as one of the works of Lord Byron, and 
from the respectability of Mr. Murray 
there can be no doubt about the fact."65 

Apparently Beppo was an afterthought, as 
it is not mentioned on the title-page but 
on the front cover of the work. In New 
York, three publishers came out with 
Chi/de Harold IV, without Beppo. One of 
them, A. T. Goodrich, issued the satire 
separately, as did Munroe and Francis in 
Boston. The firms of William B. Gilley 
and Kirk and Mercein also published 
Hobhouse's ponderous Historical 
fllustrations to the Fourth Canto of Chi/de 
Harold, which appealed to both the 
Byron and the travel-book audiences. 

In the spring of 1819 a short novel 
widely reputed to be the work of Byron 
was available in four different American 
editions. The vampyre was, in fact, written 
by Byron's travelling physician, John 
William Polidori, who had heard the 
plot from Byron during their Swiss 
sojourn. Another gothic novel of this 
period, Thomas Love Peacock's 
Nightmare Abbey, parodied the Byronic 
type in the character of Mr. Cypress. 

Figure 7. Newspaper advertisement in 
The Democratic Press (19 June 1818) 
for Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, 
Canto IV and Beppo. (Courtesy, The 
Houghton Library) 

Nightmare Abbey was not, however, the first :fictional representation of Byron to be 
reprinted in America. In 1816, Mathew Carey republished Glenarvon, a gothic 
extravaganza published anonymously by Lady Caroline Lamb, whose scandalous 
infatuation with the poet in 1812 contributed to her subsequent nervous break-
down. British critics immediately identified Lady Caroline's hero with Byron; Carey 
quoted two of them in the advertisements for his edition. 

In October 1819, two editions of Mazeppa were published, by Moses Thomas and 
Wells and Lilly. With the exception of two of the four editions of the Ode to 
Bonaparte, Thomas's Mazeppa was the only American Byron to credit Murray in the 
imprint. This might have been arranged by Irving, who was at this time negotiating 
with Murray. "Somebody has sent me some American abuse of'Mazeppa'-and 'the 
Ode,"' Byron grumbled to Murray on 21 February: "In the future I will compli-
ment nothing but Canada-and desert to the English."66 An American reviewer for 

65 Advertisement, The Democratic Press, 19 June 1818. 66 L &], 7: 44. 
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The Analectic had written: "Although our reading public, endure much of the insi-
pidity with which our literary caterers on the other side of the Atlantic supply us, 
and re-print many of the dullest and most evanescent novelties of the British press; 
yet the true character of such works is soon discovered, and they quickly sink into 
deserved insignificance." 67 John Bidwell in his excellent study of the American paper 
trade and the Panic of 1819 notes that Thomas 's edition of Mazeppa was in book-
seller's hands a mere twenty-two hours after printers' copy was received. 68 

The year 1819 also marked the publication of the first two cantos of Don Juan, 
Byron's satiric masterpiece. Again, Thomas was the first to publish, but this would 
be the last of his Byron reprints: he had overextended himself in producing the 
costly first American edition of Johnson's Dictionary and was forced to declare bank-
ruptcy. From this point onward, Mathew Carey and the successor firm of Carey and 
Lea would dominate the reprint market in Philadelphia. Thomas, it should be noted 
to his credit, assumed a great risk in publishing Don Juan, on account of its perceived 
impieties. An anonymous reviewer for The Port Folio wrote: 

It is scarcely necessary to express our mortification in announcing that it has 
found in this city, what the metropolis of England could not furnish. We have 
heard of one bookseller who would not permit this book to be sold in his store, 
and if a sense of what is due to public decency do [!] not induce others to imi-
tate so laudable an example, we hope the Philadelphia publisher and all other 
vendors of such insidious vehicles of licentiousness and immorality, may be 
intimidated by the language of the law."• 

A later issue contained a selection of similar strictures from ten different British 
reviews. 

Not surprisingly, in light of the outcries from critics, no American publisher 
issued a complete edition of Don Juan. In 1821 Gilley came out with Cantos 111-V, 
bound in distinctive orange paper covered boards; Mathew Carey published Cantos 
VI-VIII in 1823; Mortimer in Philadelphia and Horsford in Albany came out with 
Cantos IX-XI that same year; Wiley published Cantos XII-XIV in 1824; and later 
in the year, both Carey and Gilley published Cantos XV-XVI. The hastiness in 
which republication was undertaken is suggested by a now-familiar anecdote in J. 
C. Derby's memoirs of the publisher Thomas McElrath, who as a boy read the 
proofs of one of the Don Juan volumes: "Carey & Lea received an advanced copy, 
which, before cutting the leaves, was sent to the then famous printing office of 
William Brown, in Philadelphia, where it was immediately given out to thirty or 
forty compositors, and within thirty-six hours an American edition was on sale at 
the bookstores. 70 

In 1820 a pirated collection of Byron's verse appeared with the false Philadelphia 
imprint of Moses Thomas (figure 8). The typography of the work shows that it, like 
the 1815 "De Silver" edition of The Curse ef Minerva, was printed in London; the 
price on the paper spine label is "Ss." Moreover, some copies have an engraved fron-
tispiece portrait of Byron with a London imprint. The volume contains the first 
printing of the well-known drinking song "To Thomas Moore." By what agency 

67 Analectic Magazine, vol. 14 (October 1819), 405-06. 
68 John Bidwell, "American Paperrnakers and the Panic 

of 1819," in A Potencie of Life: Books in Society, The 
Clark Lectures 1986-1987, ed. Nicolas Barker (London: 
British Library, 1993), 93-94 (see also Daily National 
Intelligencer, 25 August 1819). 

69 Port Folio 4th series, vol. 8, no. 3 (September 1819): 
262. 

70 James C. Derby, Fifty Years Among Authors, Books and 
Publishers (New York: G. W. Carleton & Co., 1884), 
141. 
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Figure 8. The Works of the Right 
Honourable Lord Byron (Philadelphia: 
Published by AI. Thomas, 1820) A spuri-
ous imprint, most likely printed in 
London. (Courtesy, The Houghton 
Library) 
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this collection came into existence remains uncertain, though it was obviously a 
person with knowledge of the Philadelphia book trade. 

John Eliot's Poems on his domestic circumstances (1816) provided the model for a 
similar edition printed in 1820 at the Patriot newspaper office in Glen's Falls, New 
York.As an example of provincial American printing, the edition demonstrates that 
English sources were not always used when pirated American alternatives were 
available. The text omits two spurious poems found in the earlier edition, but 
includes the apocalyptic poem "Darkness."The compositor, using very crude types, 
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NAY, mu1a n.ot at m.y rnllen 1,·row. 
Alas ! I canuot imil.e ag1ti.11 ; 

Figure 9. English and American engravings qfter an original illustration by Henry Corbouldfor Childe Harold's Pilgrimage. (Courtesy, The Houghton Library) 

simplified his task by setting almost a third of his text, line for line, after the Eliot 
edition. The simple paper binding and printed paper cover label were also faithfully 
imitated. 

Gilley's decision to reprint the first two cantos of Don Juan, after Moses Thomas 
had already done so, illustrates an interesting economy of the American reprint trade. 
Gilley contracted Clayton and Kingsland to print the Don Juan sheets; these were then 
issued separately or as part of the third volume of a new edition of Byron's works, 
printed for Gilley by Seymour, another New York printer. This collected edition 
included engraved frontispieces and plates after English originals by Henry Corbould 
and Thomas Stothard (figure 9). In LondonJohnArliss published a proof set of twelve 
Corbould illustrations to Byron, but these were not used in an English edition of 
Byron's works until 1830.71 The Stothard engravings in the Gilley edition were struck 
from the Thomas plates, his imprint having been eradicated. 

71 Preserved at the Houghton Library, Harvard 
University is a copy of Murray's 1821 edition of 
Byron's works with these proof engravings bound in; 

the copy was presented by Murray to Thomas 
Moore's wife, Bessie. 
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In 1821, the New York firm of E. Duyckinck and G. Long issued its own four-
volume collected edition, with engravings by A. B. Durand after originals by 
Richard Westall. The Westall illustrations, engraved by Charles Heath for John 
Murray, were published in 1819. John M. Duncan, a Scotsman who toured through-
out the United States and Canada in 1818 and 1819, noted the generally inferior 
quality of American illustrations: "Westall's illustrations of our modern poets have 
nearly all been copied, but there is a harshness in the engraving which contrasts dis-
advantageously with the productions of Heath." 72 Nevertheless, illustrations proved 
to be the key selling point for collected editions, and American engravers contin-
ued to supply publishers with a respectable product, whether or not pleasing to 
British eyes. 

On 13 May 1820, Irving wrote to his friend Henry Breevort: "A new poem is 
coming out by Lord Byron called the Prophecy of Dante-I presume it is a ghost 
one. He sent likewise the third & fourth cantos of Don Juan which Murray has 
returned to him and begged him to reconsider & revise them. The third canto I am 
told is miserable in every way. The fourth possesses much beauty."73 

Murray published The Prophecy of Dante in a volume with Marino Faliero on 21 
April 1821. Byron received a copy that summer from Murray, who had impishly 
inserted a portrait of Byron's Italian mistress Margarita Cogni as a frontispiece. 
Byron gave this copy to Joseph Coolidge, a young American, who visited the poet 
in Ravenna on 26 June. 74 Coolidge was a classmate of George Bancroft and a friend 
oflrving. While in Rome, Coolidge ordered a copy ofThorwaldsen's bust of Byron 
to be sent to the states.75 Byron also presented Coolidge with an inscribed copy of 
the second edition of his Letter to**********, his prose defense of Pope; this copy 
has only recently come to light.76 No American publisher saw fit to publish the 
Letter, but James Maxwell printed it in its entirety in TheAnalectic (12 May), the suc-
cessor to Thomas's Analectic Review. In addition, excerpts from the Letter were 
printed in The North American Review, edited by Edward Everett. Byron wrote to his 
friend Thomas Moore, "I have had a friend of your Mr. Irving's-a very pretty lad-
a Mr. Coolidge, of Boston-only somewhat too full of poesy and 'entusymusy."' 77 

Privately, Byron noted in his journal Detached Thoughts: "I confess I was more flat-
tered by this young enthusiasm of a solitary trans-atlantic traveller than if they had 
decreed me a Statue in the Paris Pantheon .... I say that I was more flattered by it-
because it was single--un-political & was without motive or ostentation-the pure 
and warm feeling of a boy for the poet he admired."78 

The London edition of Marino Faliero-Prophecy of Dante reached Philadelphia in 
late May, 1821, and Mathew Carey published the two works separately.As a book-
seller for the Southern states market, Carey had already distributed many of his 
competitors' editions of Byron: his Catalogue of Books for May 1816 included six 
Byron titles.79 A second catalogue, published in January 1818, included thirteen 
titles: six Philadelphia imprints of Moses Thomas, including Pilgrimage to the Holy Lmd, 
a work attributed to, but later disavowed by Byron, six New York imprints, and West 

72 John M. Duncan, Travels Through Part ef the United 
States and Canada in 1818 and 1819, 2 vols. (Glasgow: 
University Press, 1823), 1: 203. 

73 Irving's Letters, 1: 582. 
74 Ellen M. Oldham, "Note 221. Lord Byron and Mr. 

Coolidge of Boston," in The Book Collector, vol. 13, 
no. 2 (Summer 1964): 2u-13. 

75 The bust is now in the collection of the Boston 
Museum of Fine Arts. 

76 David O'Neal Antiquarian Booksellers, Inc., 
Catalogue 108, no. 15; Coolidge's copy of the 1819 
Murray edition of Byron's works is at the Houghton 
Library. 

77 L &], 8: 146. 
78 L & ], 9: 20-21. 
79 Mathew Carey, Firm, Catalogue ef Books in Various 

Departments of Literature (Philadelphia: M. Carey, 
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and Blake's English 
Bards.8° Carey's first 
attempt at reprint-
ing Byron was not 
without its share 
of difficulties. Most 
likely working from 
advance sheets of 
the London first 
edition, first issue of 
the drama, Carey 
published his edition 
of Marino Faliero on 
24 May although 
without its preface 
and appendix. Then, 
as soon as the mis-
sing parts came to 
hand, he printed 
them separately, and 
announced on 19 
June that he would 
provide them gratis 
to purchasers of 
the work. Sometime 
after 13 July Carey 
issued a second 
Philadelphia edition 
of the drama, com-
plete, this time based 
on the London first 
edition, second issue 
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of the drama, but not before observers of the trade offered harsh words on Carey's 
oversight. 81 

In New York Lorenzo Da Ponte, Mozart's librettist for Le Mariage de Figaro, 
Don Giovanni, and Cosi fan tutte, produced a curious bilingual edition of The 
Prophecy of Dante (figure 10). Da Ponte emigrated from his native Italy via 
Austria and the Low Countries to England in 1793, and then to the United 
States in 1805. He· taught Italian language and literature in New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania and New York, eventually settling in New York City, where, at 
Columbia College, he became the first professor of Italian literature in the 
United States. Da Ponte greatly admired Byron: he prefaced his translation with 
a laudatory address to the poet. Among the book's subscribers were many 
members of the Columbia faculty. 82 Da Ponte reissued the sheets of the first 
edition in 1822, with a cancel title-page and additional poems and notes. 

80 Mathew Carey, Firm, Catalogue of an Extensive 
Collection ef Books (Philadelphia: M. Carey, 1818), 96. 
For Byron's disavowal, see L & ], 5: 13 8-39. 

Sr Kaser, Messrs. Carey & Lea, 93. 
82 Stuart Curran, "Byron and Da Ponte," in Rereading 

Byron (New York: Garland Publishers, 1993), 223-37. 
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Figure 10. La Profezia di Dante (New 
York: R. and W. A. Bartow, 1821) An 
Italian verse translation, in terza rima, 
by Lorenzo Da Ponte, Mozart's libret-
tist. (Courtesy, The Houghton Library) 
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Until recently, only one reference by Byron to the Da Ponte translation had been 
recorded. It appeared in an undated note to his mistress Teresa Guiccoli:"A[mante]. M[ia]. 
sai tu ave 'e quella piccola edizione Americana calla traduzione da [di] Da Prato della 
P[rofezia] di Dante?-My Love., Do you know where that little American edition of the 
Prophecy ef Dante is with the translation by Da Prato? [Da Ponte]."83 Two letters of Byron 
to the Paris publisher Jean Antoine Galignani, sold at Christies New York in 1991, men-
tion this translation and explain why Byron was so eager to find the little book. In the 
first letter, dated 26 March 1823,just prior to his departure for Greece, Byron settles his 
account with Galignani, and then offers him his copy of the Da Ponte translation: 

I have by me an Italian translation by an Italian in America--printed at New 
York-of the 'Prophecy of Dante.' -The Singularity of the circumstances of an 
Englishman's composing a poem in the character of Dante-in and on Italy-and 
of an Italian's translating it in America ... makes me wish to have it reprinted at 
Paris.-lt is published with the original text.-Shall I send you the copy-or can 
I do so safely-for I have but one?-or do you think it worth your while to 
reprint it?-if you do not-I will have it done at my own expense.'• 

In the second letter, dated 27 May, Byron, who had by this time sent the book to 
Galignani, requested that he return it in the event that he didn't publish. "It is not in 
M.S. by the way but has been printed only in New York by a private hand." 85 Byron 
was obviously unaware that an Italian translation of the poem had already appeared 
in Paris in 1821, a circumstance that Galignani would have taken into account. 86 

Throughout the second half of 1821 Byron worked on three dramas-
Sardanapalus, The Two Foscari, and Cain-all of them published by Murray on 11 
December in one volume. Two New York firms-Gilley and Campbell and Son-
worked together to republish the dramas in a shared edition, that is, from the same 
setting of type, but each publisher with his own title-page imprint. The three dra-
mas were issued over a period of two-and-one-half weeks. The first two sold for 
62½¢ each, Cain for 50¢. Employing a different strategy, and a smaller type,Wells and 
Lilly marketed a finely printed one-volume edition. It sold for $1.00, making it 
much less expensive than the three New York editions combined. In Philadelphia, 
Henry Carey, having intended to publish the volume of three plays, purchased 250 
copies from Gilley instead: "Our copy of Sardanapalus was stopped as is always the 
case when we want anything at your rascally custom house." 87 

"An earnest ef his Jame" 

In May 1822, an American naval squadron lay at anchor in the port of Leghorn, and 
Byron boarded the USS Constitution shortly after noon on the twenty-first (figure 
9). Among the Americans invited to meet the poet was George Bancroft, who 
described Byron's visit in his History ef the Battle cif Lake Erie, and Miscellaneous Papers 
(1891).88 The wife of the American consul at Tunis, Mrs. Catherine Stith, boldly 
plucked a rose from the poet's lapel as a keepsake; the rose today is preserved atYale.89 

Later that afternoon the ship's captain escorted Byron to another ship, the USS 
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Ontario. In the junior offi-
cers' quarters, Bancroft 
observed, "his eyes lit 
upon a NewYork edition 
of his poems. He took it 
up with every appearance 
of pleasure, and seemed to 
interpret it as an earnest 
of his fame." 90 Byron 
reported his sight of the 
edition to Murray and his 
banker Douglas Kinnaird; 
he thought the edition 
"very pretty."91 The fol-
lowing day Bancroft vis-
ited Byron at his resi-
dence in Montenero, out-
side Leghorn. He was 
impressed by Byron's 
knowledge of American 
naval heroes and contem-
porary American politics: 
"Of American men of 
letters he enumerated two 
or three with respect; 
among them Mr. Edward 
Everett; but he spoke 
most of Washington 
Irving." 92 Byron's letters 
of this period often make 
reference to Irving. The 
History ef New York and 
The Sketch Book, both 
published in England by Murray, delighted him. 

At the end of the year Henry Carey, who, along with his brother-in-law Isaac 
Lea, had taken over his father's business, received from London a copy of the first 
number of The Liberal: Verse and Prose from the South, a magazine edited by Leigh 
Hunt, with contributions by Hunt, Shelley, and Byron. "Carey immediately 
announced a reprinting as being in press in Philadelphia. Two days later, however, 
the project had been given up, and the copy had been forwarded to Arden in New 
York to be sold to any publisher who might wish to handle it."93 The Liberal was 
never published separately in America; Byron's contributions to the magazine, 
including The Vision ef Judgment, Heaven and Earth, and his translation of Pulci, were 
collected in posthumous editions of his works. 

American publishers in 1823 offered their customers ten Byron imprints. In May, 
two pamphlet editions of The Age ef Bronze, a satire on the Congress of Verona, 
appeared in New York, and one later appeared in Cincinnati (figure 11). The first New 

90 Bancroft, History of the Battle of LAke Erie, l 9 3. 
91 L &], 9: 164. 

92 Bancroft, History of the Battle of LAke Erie, 95. 
93 Kaser, 1\1essrs. Carey & Lea, 45-6. 
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Figure 11. The Age of Bronze 
(Cincinnati: Printed for the publishers, 
1823) One of the rarest early American 
Byron imprints, sutviving today in a sin-
gle copy. (Courtesy, The Public library of 
Cincinnati and Hamilton County) 
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York edition was printed by the firm of J. & J. Harper, which in a few short years would 
dominate the American booktrade as Harper Brothers. The other was an out-of-town 
edition, bearing the Philadelphia imprint of E. Littell. This edition provided the copy-
text for one printed in Cincinnati, which today survives in a single copy.94 Byron's 
remark in 1813 proved to be prophetic: his works were not only read, but printed on 
the banks of the Ohio! 

Carey and Lea brought out three of the year's Byron titles: Don Juan v1- v1II, 
i#rner, and The Island. Carey's agent in London, the publisher John Miller, secured 
an advance copy of i#rner on 22 December 1822; the Philadelphia edition was 
published on 12 February 1823, and sold out in three days.95 Carey and Lea 
attempted at this time to sell their reprints in England. Carey wrote to Miller: "A 
very brisk trade is now carried on in the exportation of the works of Byron, Scott, 
Moore etc. etc. Several large editions have been recd from there lately, and as the 
American Editions are handsomely printed and at a low price they will be con-
stantly in demand." 96 

The Greek War oflndependence, which began in 1821, drew Byron away from his 
self-imposed exile in Italy and "into freedom's battle." On 15 July 1823, he embarked 
on his final journey; sailing from Genoa to Western Greece, with "several American 
ships, in compliment to Byron, sending their boats to tow us out of the bay,"97 adven-
turer Edward John Trelawny later recalled. Byron in the first entry of his Cephalonian 
journal noted that his party "had been cautioned against travelling in the Sun," and 
that "one of the servants (a Negro)-declared that it was hot as the West Indies."98 The 
servant, Benjamin Lewis, addressed Byron as "Massa;' in the manner of the Southern 
slave. 99 Lewis would be among the last Americans to meet Byron. 

Post Mortem 

News of Byron's death at Missolonghi on 18 April 1824 reached America in late 
June, and an obituary by Walter Scott was widely reprinted in American newspa-
pers and magazines. Within a few months, the first two of many biographical mem-
oirs, Thomas Medwin's Conversations with Lord Byron and William Parry's Last Days 
of Lord Byron, appeared in London. The first American edition of Medwin's mem-
oir was issued in New York, complete with a facsimile of the poet's handwriting; a 
second American edition came out in Baltimore the following year. That fall 
Philadelphia publisher R. W Pomeroy published the first complete edition of Don 
Juan. Eighteen-year-old Charles Francis Adams purchased this edition, confessing in 
his diary: "It is a work which contains an amazing deal of poetry and still it is vicious 
in the extreme. I cannot help admiring some of its magnificent descriptions 
although I should be condemned by the moral world." 100 Toward the end of 1824, 
Pomeroy was soliciting subscribers for an elegant eight-volume pocket edition of 
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Byron's works. In this edition an added engraved title-page vignette depicts a Greek 
Suliote mourning beside a broken column inscribed with the names Homer, 
Leonidas, and Byron; Thomas Underwood, an American artist, furnished the origi-
nal drawing upon which the vignette is based. In 1825 Pomeroy issued an entirely 
reset eight-volume edition, which The New York Review critiqued in April 1826: 

When we first saw this edition (purporting to be a complete one) of the volumi-
nous poetry of Byron, we supposed we found a prize of no small value. During 
the life of an author, whose genius is prolific, it is impossible to preserve a regu-
lar and uniform collection of productions, appearing in different shapes, and got 
up occasionally in different forms, to suit the market, or the speculations of the 
publisher, who occasionally indulges his customers with a "new complete edi-
tion," consisting of the sweepings of the shop, and assorted according to the fancy 
of the binder. ,0 , 

The reviewer then went on to complain of the difficulties in establishing the 
Byron canon, of the genuine poems omitted, and the spurious ones included. He 
suspected, rightly, that the collection was unauthorized. As a specimen of book-
making, the reviewer praised the set: "The cold-pressed paper is very fair, the type 
is clean, and the pages are proportioned with good taste."102 The proof-reader, how-
ever, overlooked gross typographical blunders, and the editor displayed "a glorious 
contempt for chronological arrangement, classification, or connexion of subject." 103 

In January 1825 Edward Everett's brother Alexander contributed to the North 
American Review a 47-page notice of the decade-old 1815 New York edition of 
Byron's works. "The death of Lord Byron," he begins, "without depressing the price 
of stocks or affecting the election of the President, has produced a general feeling 
of regret throughout the country." 104 The review concludes with a letter from a "lit-
erary friend;' his brother Edward, summarizing his two meetings with the poet: 
"Lord Byron spoke to me of the topics likely to interest me as an American; the 
expedition then fitted out by our government against Algiers; the state of political 
opinion and of literature in America." 105 

The following month a reviewer for The Port Folio took issue with Everett. He 
argued that the grief Americans felt for Byron had less to do with the passing of a 
great poet, but rather that of a great patriot, "engaged on the side of human rights, 
and of christianity, against oppression, slavery, ignorance, and infidelity."106 Everett, he 
said, "omitted altogether what we should think it the peculiar duty of an American 
Reviewer to notice; namely, the frequent and eloquent reflections to be found in 
them in honour of this country and its institutions." 107 

Carey and Lea published R. C. Dallas's posthumous Recollections cf the Life cf Lord 
Byron, edited by his son Alexander. Omitted in the volume was a series of letters 
addressed by Byron to his mother that the poet's executors prohibited Dallas from 
publishing on the grounds that they were not his literary property. The letters had 
been included in a Paris edition of the work, which caused a reviewer to remark, 
accurately as it turns out, "that the American publishers would have found little dif-
ficulty in giving us the whole,-which would have been more acceptable; especially 
as there can be no doubt that they will be published in this country sooner or later."108 

The reviewer concludes that "the hand of the book-maker is rather too obvious." 109 
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The suppressed letters were published by Carey and Lea shortly thereafter as 
Correspondence of Lord Byron, with a friend. This volume exposed its publisher to 
deservedly harsh criticism in review: 

We have first a volume of"Recollections" garbled, by being deprived of Byron's 
letters, and then another, of which half is a mere reprint of the first .... The truth 
is, that the volume before us contains as much of Mr Dallas' production as is 
worth having; and, in fine, the whole affair is a specimen of book-making, only 
to be paralleled by the publication of the Giaour peacemeal [sic],-a circum-
stance, which probably most of our readers recollect. We hope the public will 
show their indignation at this method of proceeding, by treating it with the con-
tempt it merits. "0 

Andrews Norton, a professor at the Harvard Divinity School, reviewed Dallas's 
Recollections and Correspondence of Lord Byron together with Medwin's Conversations 
for the North American Review. His sober assessment of Byron's works and character 
prompted a London publisher, Sherwood, Gilbert, and Piper, to republish the arti-
cle in book form in 1826. 

Another kind of omission on the part of American publishers was detected in 
Leicester Stanhope's Greece in 1823 and 1824, a valuable source of information 
concerning Byron's last months. The book was reviewed in The United States 
Literary Gazette, which noted the absence of several facsimiles found in the English 
first edition: 

Of this it is useless to complain, if it is impossible for the American bookseller to 
sell enough of an edition to pay him reasonably, unless its price be reduced by 
the omission of these cheap engravings .... If we cannot have the comfort of fur-
nishing ourselves, in the American editions, with faithful copies of English works, 
we ought, at least, to be honestly told how much is left out.'" 

The interest of Americans in Byron was, in fact, well served by publishers in the 
years immediately following his death. In 1826 the first edition of a popular selec-
tion from Byron's verse was published in Philadelphia. Leigh Hunt's Lord Byron and 
Some of His Contemporaries (1828), printed in an edition of 1,000 copies, sold well.112 

In 1829 the publisher Henry Adams brought out the decade's fourth eight-volume 
edition of Byron's works, as well as the first one-volume stereotyped edition, com-
plete. And Washington Irving, who had been so instrumental in establishing Byron's 
American reputation, was negotiating on his own for the American rights to 
Thomas Moore's The Life, Letters, and Journals of Lord Byron. 

Murray commissioned Moore to write Byron's biography as part of an agree-
ment reached after the destruction of the poet's memoirs. Moore had entrusted the 
first sheets of the Life to Irving, and on 6 November 1829, Irving forwarded them 
to his brother Ebenezer in New York. Irving praised the work in a letter to Moore: 
"If the residue goes on in the same spirit it will be not merely one of the most fas-
cinating pieces of biography extant, but one of the most splendid documents on the 
History of the human mind and the human heart." 113 Moore was grateful to Irving 
for his assistance in securing the American publication rights, and for reserving a 
share of the profits for himself. In his journal entry for 12 November he writes, "left 
some of the printed sheets with Irving to be sent off to America, he having under-
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taken to make a bargain for me with the publishers there--If I but make a tenth of 
what he has done for himself in that quarter I shall be satisfied."114 A year passed, and 
Moore continued to work on his manuscript. In November 1830 Irving reported 
to Murray that his agent from Harper Brothers, who owned the American rights to 
the Life, was missing sheets from the first volume. On 15 December, Moore notes, 
"Irving came--My American business (that is, the transaction he has negotiated for 
me with the American booksellers for their edition of the Life of Byron) was the 
subject I wished to speak to him upon-The sheets have been regularly sent, & he 
thinks there is no doubt of my receiving the money stipulated for."115 

Harper Brothers two-volume stereotype edition of Moore's Life appeared in 
1830-1831. Out-of-town issues carried in their imprints the names of thirty-six dis-
tributors in four cities: Albany, Baltimore, Boston, and Philadelphia. The engraved 
:frontispiece portrait of Byron derives from the painting by the American artist 
William E. West, who arrived in Italy in 1819 to study painting; 116 the portrait can 
also be found in the London and Philadelphia editions of John Galt's Life of Byron, 
all published in 1830 (figure 10). George H. Bruen, an American merchant living in 
Leghorn, commissioned the West portrait of Byron: "I would not have ventured to 
intrude this request upon your Lordship's patience--if I did not know how much 
we should value in our country a portrait of Lord Byron painted by anAmerican." 117 

West's own recollections of the poet were incorporated in "Lord Byron's Last 
Portrait" in New Monthly Magazine and Literary Journal (1826). 118 "He was anxious to 
procure all the American books he could,"West remembered, "I brought him one 
from Leghorn, written, I think, by a Miss Wright .... He came to a passage, wherein 
it was stated that 'Lord Byron was the favorite poet of the Americans.' He pointed 
it out; said, 'I see you were not flattering me;' and talked more and more of going 
to America.'' 119 The artist was peeved by the poet's child-like attempts to lure him 
into uttering "Americanisms": "Once or twice he caught the word 'expect,' but 
expressed discontent that he never could make me say, 'I guess."' 120 

Conclusion 

"In the evening I finished reading to my wife Galt's Life of Byron,'' wrote John 
Quincy Adams in his diary entry for 14 November 1830: "This person has now 
been seven years dead, and the public interest in him has not abated." 121 Indeed, the 
1830s witnessed a proliferation of stereotyped editions of Byron's complete works: 
his commercial success continued unabated throughout the nineteenth century. 
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Figure lZ. Two engraved frontispiece portraits efter an original oil painting by William Edward 
West,for London and Philadelphia editions cif Gait's Life of Lord Byron. A third engraved por-
trait used in the New York edition <if Moore's Letters and Journals of Lord Byron, serves as the 
frontispiece. (Courtesy, Peter X. Aa:ardo) 

Passages from his poetry were included in primers and his lyrics were set to music. 
Yet Harriet Martineau in her book Sodety in America (1837) remarked, somewhat 
inobservantly, that "Byron is scarcely heard of:' 122 The British novelist Frederick 
Marryat challenged her assertion in his A diary in America, with remarks on its institu-
tions (1839):"I believe that in nine drawing-rooms out of ten, she must have seen a 
copy of Byron lying on the table."123 To further substantiate his view, he continues: 
"I applied to the largest publishers in New York and Philadelphia, to ascertain, if I 
could, how many copies of Byron had been published. The reply was, that it was 

122 Harriet Martineau, Society in America, 2 vols. (New 
York: Sauders and Otley, 1837), 2: JII. 

123 Frederick Marryat, A Diary in America, with remarks on 

its institutions 3 vols. (London: Longman, Orme, 
Brown, Green, & Longmans, 1839), 2: 206. 
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impossible to say exactly, but that they considered that from one hundred and fifty to 
two hundred thousand copies, must have been sold! So much for the accuracy of Miss 
Martineau." 124 

It remains "impossible to say exactly" how many copies of Byron's works circu-
lated throughout the United States, but the number editions alone and the compe-
tition among American publishers to reprint them effectively validate Marryat's 
. . 1mpress1on. 

The case of Byron and the American reprint trade prefigures in significant ways 
the momentous changes that would affect all aspects of the book trade at the dawn 
of the machine-press era. The second and third decades of the nineteenth century 
experienced the most heady days of the reprint trade, which later developed into 
more formal arrangements between American and British publishers and authors. 
In these years the country's book trade shifted from Philadelphia to New York, 
while at the same time new printing centers arose in the interior. This period also 
experienced the beginnings of stereographic book production and the shift from 

124 Marryat, Diary in America, 208. 
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paper to cloth bindings. The duodecimo and 18mo formats commonly used for 
reprinted poetry (which Byron himself regarded as a kind of democratic economy) 
were replaced by larger formats as larger sheets became available and paper prices 
fell. The period also marked the ascendance of the novel over poetry as a popular 
genre, as James N. Green has recently shown in the case of Walter Scott. 125 

Washington Irving, writing in 1837 to William Leggatt, editor of The Plaindealer, 
came up against this last trend as he tried to convince British publishers to print 
American poets, "but met with unexpected difficulties, poetry being declared quite 
unsaleable since the death of Lord Byron." 126 
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